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FUN-TIME NEWS GETS AROUND… 
  
Halloween once again brought an abundance of kids in costume with fun-loving parents, 
relatives and neighbors out to celebrate. The news apparently reached far beyond Paradise 
Cay, as the attraction brought many non-residents to join the fun and festivities. The gathering 
area on Saint Lucia is ideal, scheduled at 4:30 p.m., with a parade following a 1926 Star (with 
wooden wheels) promptly at 5:00 p.m., east on Martinique, south on Saint Thomas, west on 
Saba, north on Jamaica, east again on Martinique ending back on Saint Lucia where 
refreshments continued in front of the board member Brian Clahan residence. Many 
thoughtful comments of appreciation were expressed. The board of directors shared a number 
of observations indicating the courteous manner in which many children followed the 
gathering with the traditional “treat or trick” theme of their neighborhood visits. It appears as 
though a “tradition” is falling into place on Halloween. 
  
                                                                                      ***** 
  
Now that holiday traditions are soon to arrive, this is a reminder to mark your calendar for 
Saturday, December 17th, for “CAROLING THE CAY aboard John and Myrna’s WEST 
WIND.  This event has been a feature for many years – and neighbors are welcome to reserve 
a spot aboard by calling Patty Cerf – 435-9587 or e-mail to rccerf@comcast.net. Should you 
desire to participate, remember warm clothing, soft sole shoes and bring a flashlight and life 
jacket if you have one, however there are adult life jackets aboard. If children are included, 
they MUST bring a life jacket, and be accompanied by an adult. Meet at the Pesce’s residence 
(135 Jamaica Street) at 4:30 p.m. with departure at 5:00 p.m. Return between 6:30 p.m. and 
7:00 p.m. Afterward, beverages will be provided – and participants are asked to bring an 
appetizer to share. Otherwise, open your doors, turn on your festive lights, and ready to enjoy 
the music of the season as the WEST WIND chorale arrives in your canal. 
  
                                                                                      ***** 
  
Evidence of beginning plans for street re-pavement in the Cay is now upon us. Measurements 
are being taken and recorded in preparation of the process, which is to begin in the summer of 



 

2012. It has been determined that the project will include replacement of both sides of Antilles 
connecting with Paradise Drive, the main corridor street of Martinique, and the entire stretch 
of Jamaica. The remaining streets are scheduled to be resurfaced sometime in the following 
five years. This information has been vigorously discussed with Craig Parmley, 
Superintendent of Marin County Road Maintenance. The agency recognizes the very poor 
condition of the remaining streets – and has explained the difficulty with fund availability and 
other forces that preclude their ability to resolve the problems all at once. Mr. Parmley 
recognizes that the present conditions in many parts of the Cay are not repairable. ��� 
  
Frustration abounds when this news is expressed, and complications overwhelm the slightest 
chance of alternative arrangements to be considered or feasible. If, by any remote chance a 
resident property owner believes to have and “in”, somewhere or somehow relative to this 
serious concern, the homeowners association would be pleased to receive such news. 
  
                                                                                        ***** 
  
The HOLIDAY FOOD DRIVE has been a tradition of support by Paradise Cay residents, and 
again this year we have been reminded of the efforts of the MARIN FOOD BANK continue to 
provide for needy persons during the holidays. Festively decorated large green collection 
barrels are now placed around the Cay. Can goods and fully wrapped food items are 
appreciated.  Barrels will be in place through November. 
  
                                                                                      ***** 
  
The Board of Directors of PCHA welcomes Esther Mott – long time friend, neighbor, and 
active participant in all things Paradise Cay – as a board member fulfilling the term and seat of 
departing board member Suzanne Jolma. 
  
                                                                                      ***** 
Paradise Cay Neighborhood Directory…is revised and distributed at the Annual meeting. 
This item has been very helpful to all residents and we encourage full participation to submit 
basic information. We never know when some unusual observation warrants contact with a 
neighbor, as we all naturally have our “radar” on for any issues that may seem unusual or 
worthy of notice. We have never heard of negative reports as to misuse or impositions because 
of being listed. 
  
To update current information, you may contact Patty Cerf by E-mail rccerf@comcast.net  
OR  calling 435-9587. 
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